
ARTIST FROM THE RENAISSANCE

This list of famous Renaissance artists features images, bios, and information about their notable works. You might also
enjoy secret codes hidden in.

Not every artist painting during this period is considered a Mannerist artist, however, and there is much debate
among scholars over whether Mannerism should be considered a separate movement from the High
Renaissance, or a stylistic phase of the High Renaissance. By , he began receiving commission for his work
and over the years he delved into several projects varying from parade floats to dome and monument designs.
There were a number of artists at this date who painted famed altarpieces, that are stylistically quite distinct
from both the Italian and the Flemish. This lack of clarity on subject matter is a hallmark of Mannerist
painting. Donatello Born c. His later work, The Last Judgement, painted on the altar wall of the Sistine Chapel
between and shows a Mannerist also called Late Renaissance style with generally elongated bodies which took
over from the High Renaissance style between and  Architecture: St. Read more about humanism, the doctrine
that influenced the culture of the Renaissance. The Mona Lisa is a portrait of a woman that many scholars
believe is actually a self-portrait. A good portion of Renaissance art depicted scenes from the Bible or was
commissioned by the church. Planning a trip to Europe must include a visit to one of these famous works of
art. In contrast to the earlier figures Michelangelo painted on the ceiling, the figures in The Last Judgement are
heavily muscled and are in much more artificial poses, demonstrating how this work is in the Mannerist style.
Between and Raphael worked in central Italy and became well-known for his Madonnas and portrait paintings.
Twelve men and women who prophesied the coming of the Jesus are painted on the pendentives supporting
the ceiling. This stems from the Italian word sfumare meaning to evaporate or to fade out. Among the other
great Italian artists working during this period were Bramante, Giorgione, Titian and Correggio. After the
deaths of the latter two artists and , respectively , the High Renaissance gave way to Mannerism , wherein
artists complicated realistic representations with a sense of drama and exaggeration. Indeed, Lorenzo was an
artist in his own right, and an author of poetry and song; his support of the arts and letters is seen as a high
point in Medici patronage. Despite his famous paintings, da Vinci was not a prolific painter; he was a prolific
draftsman, keeping journals full of small sketches and detailed drawings recording all manner of things that
interested him. No earlier Florentine artist had omitted the giant altogether.


